Detection of pairwise residue proximity by covariation analysis for 3D-structure prediction of G-protein-coupled receptors.
G-protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) is one of the most important targets for medicines. Homology modeling based on the crystal structure of bovine rhodopsin is currently the most frequently used method for GPCR targeted drug design. Information about residue-residue contacts and the structural specificity in the subfamily is essential for constructing more precise 3D structures, to distinguish the structural differences between the template and targets. In this study, we adopted the covariation analysis to extract information about residue-residue interactions from the amino acid sequence. In the opsin family, a large number of adjacent covarying residue pairs were detected. The detected residue pairs have a strong tendency to gather in some regions important for the structure and function. These results suggest that the covariation analysis is practically utilized to detect adjacent residue pairs and also to apply for predicting functional sites. Analyses of other GPCR subfamilies, olfactory receptor and chemokine receptor families, demonstrated that some adjacent covarying residue pairs were common. Thus, the covariation analysis has possibilities in the substantial improvement of the 3D-structure modeling of GPCRs and in the detection of functional sites such as the ligand-binding sites.